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Research on Refugees
Means of Transmitting Suffering
and Forging Social Bonds
For a betterunderstandingof the genesisof organizedviolence,we must
look to a constellationof factors national. regional. and international.
Among them are the interestsof high finance and politics. to which
"superpowers"suchasthe Organizationfor EconomicCooperativeDevelopment.the World Trade Organization.the InternationalMonetary
Fund. the World Bank, and othergiants of internationalfinanceappear
to contribute.albeit indirectly. But this apparentintent. this goal of political, economic,and territorial control. is foundedupon anotherfonD
of control. lessobvious but at leastas pernicious.Although the horror
and suffering of torture and deathreceive a greatdeal of media cover-
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age and leaveno one indifferent, their links to the hiddenface of organized violence,which usesterror as a meansof gaining social and cultural control, are not nearlyas well known.
To gain ultimate control of the levers of power,organizedviolence
seeksto destroy,first, the family and group, and then cultural referents
and systemsof representingthe world. It attacksthosewho are socially
and culturally investedwith the responsibilityto help keepalive shared
codes,values,andtraditions.In somecases,religiousauthorities(priests,
spiritual leaders)and healers(keepersof traditions in which medical
knowledgeandskills areintermingledwith symbolicandculturalknowledge)are targeted;in othercases,it is the elders,or evenchildren, becausetheyrepresentthe future, or women,becausethe goalis to destroy
the honorof the community.Organizedviolencehasdevastatingeffects
on social and cultural structures,not just throughthe massmurder of
individuals and groupsbut also throughthe destructionof ways of Iife,
of beingand of giving meaningto the world. Theseeffectsare neither
accidentalnor exceptional.
The corollary of this destructionis the tearing apart of social and
cosmogonicties, the tearingapartof bondsbetweenindividuals and the
institutionsandcultural knowledgethat organizetheir world and give it
meaning.At the sametime, this socialand cultural climate feedsa psychological distressthat those who manageto escapeinto exile carry
with them,along with an extremedistrustof everyoneand everything.
Their distrustis first and foremosta survival strategy:naivete will not
get you througha war, nor, if you flee, will it help you deal with the
immigrationauthoritiesin theland of exile, wherethe sourcesof trauma
are more subtle,butno less constraining.
The destructuringof the symbolicuniverseand very real destruction
of socialbonds,with the resultingconsequences,
psychologicaldistress
and distrust,form the backdropto researchon refugees,whether or not
it takesthem into account.The relationshipbetween researchersand
respondentsmustbe seenagainstthis backdropof diStrust.Moreover,
in sucha context of radical destructuring,the study, with its implicit
structure,must necessarilyhave an effect on respondents,as either a
risk or a protectivefactor.This is particularlytrue whenrespondentsare
askedto take part in a study that reactivatesthe trauma and suffering
causedby organizedviolence.The study may then playa role in either
transfonningthe traumatic experienceor in triggering an essentially
futile reiterationof it
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Researchis often described as being distant from its subject. The researcheris supposedto be an objective "observer"; but this so-called objectivity often confuses the subject with the researcher's construction of
the subject, confusesthe subject with the subject-researcher relationship
[1]. When we start thinking about the assumption of distance between
researcherand subject, a number of questions come to mind. First, who
and what doesthe researchertalk about in reports and publications? Himself or herself ("J"), the person being interviewed ("you, " "he," "she"), ~
the relationship between the two of them ("us")? Second, what is the researchdoing? In setting up a particular relationship, what does it cause to
happen? How does it come to be directly involved in the process it is
supposed to be studying? Last, but not least, what are the ethical implications of researchwhen the subject's world is disintegrating?
Our current research project has suggested some answers, or at least
the beginnings of answers. We are studying the reunification of refugee
families from the Democratic Republic of Congo (forn1erly known as
Zaire) and Algeria.' Although very much aware of the ethical and political issues of this type of research, we have been struck by the fact that,
to a great extent, our respondents have adopted the study as a means of
attempting to reestablish social and cosmogonic ties that have been severed by organized violence. Although research usually makes every ef- "
fort not to influence the experiences and events it is examining, some
respondents, after managing-not without difficul1y-to break through
the wall of silence and the bunker of distrust, have actually incorporated
the study into their problem-solving strategies.
Although it does not replace any sort of therapy, we have found that
our study, since it probes into the experience of refugees, is an event
occurring in their universe and, as such, becomes a factor in helping
them reestablish social ties or in breaking them once again. Jt necessarily takes place within a dynamic, creative tension, as researcher and
subject struggle.with the forces bringing them together and keeping them
apart. The notion of a bond is inextricably intertwined with the notion of
time, so in the case of longitudinal studies, which by their very nature
require a relationship to be maintained over a long period, the tension
builds. This long-term situation has a direct impact on the various actors
involved. To deny the impact of the research on the subjects' relationships would be tantamount to denying the impact of the suffering
(whether expressedor not) on not just the subject but also on the inter-:viewer and the researcherto whom it is transmitted.
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This article looks attherole researchplays in the reiterationor transformation of the breakingof social bonds by organizedviolence. To
gain a better understandingof the dynamics induced by the study,we
shall fIrst explain the chief featuresof the setting in which it is being
conducted.We shall thendiscusshow a study of suffering first affords
an opportunityto expresssuffering and transmit it outside the family
circle, and then how it can becomea means of reestablishingsocial
bonds and/orevokingthe necessityof reestablishingcultural and cosmogonic links. In conclusion,we shall discusssomeethical and methodological issuesarisingfrom theseobservations.
Context and method
Organized violence forces millions of people around the world to flee
into exile. About 25,000 arrive in Canada each year, 10,000 in Quebec.
A recent StUdyconducted in Montreal [2,3] indicates that 99 percent of
refugee claimants interviewed have experienced at least one traumatic
event (torture. rape, prison, threats. etc.) associated with organized violence in their homelands. The study also found that 80 percent of those
claiming refugee statusarrive at the Canadian border without their whole
immediate family. Long family separations (averaging 3.5 years) caused
by immigration policies generally exacerbate emotional difficulties associated with the loss and grieving inherent in the condition of being a

refugee.
The process of bringing the family back together again after a very
long separation may be difficult and may itself give rise to various family relationship problems. This is chiefly because. in many cases. the
years of separationhave seena slow but sure metamorphosis in family
members, both those here and those back home. When brought face to
face, they find that although they are still close, they are strangers to
each other in some w~ys. Trauma experienced before fleeing the homeland seems to make refugees particularly vulnerable to psychological
distress if. when they are separated from their families, they cannot
manage to assimilate their trauma while at the same time grieving over
the loss of their loved ones through separation.
The study under discussionhere}las two main purposes: flTst. to make
the Canadian government aware of the need to speed up family
reunifications and review the process for determining refugee status,
and, second, to highlight and enhance the strengths of the refugee com-
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munities. It will thus help devise action plans based on the perceptions
and values specific to a vulnerable group, building on its dynamism and
strengths as well as on those of the host society.
This longitudinal study of the family reunification processinvolves 38
Zairian and Algerian refugee families recently arrived in Quebec. Organized violence is rife in both countries of origin; but although they are on
the same continent, their cultural hori7.ons are vastly different. 11ris allows usto documentdifferencesand similarities in the ways the two groups
cope with emotional and family problems and to detennine where their
explanatory models and their strategies for survival and rebuilding their
lives converge and diverge. Respondents are asked to take part in individual, semistructured interviews; and these are complemented by quantification of sociodemographic information and data on family cohesion
and conflict, family strategies,and symptoms of anxiety and depression.
Each family member age 12 or older is interviewed three times: first,
when the separationoccurs; second, a few w~eks after the whole fatnily
has been reunited; and third, six months to a year after reunification.
The data are gathered by interviewers recruited on the basis of their
professional researchqualifications. To ensure maximum compatibility
between interviewers and respondents, further criteria were detemlined
on the basis of discussions with resource persons in the Zairian and
Algerian communities and had to do with sociocultural standards of
communication codes, types of intervention, and language ability. Sex
and ethnic group were also sensitive issues. For instance, should a woman
be interviewed by a man or a Hutu by a Tutsi?
Once selected, the interviewers were intensively trained by the researchers, as exhaustively as possible, on the research issues, method,
technical questions, and ethical and political issues. The training also
afforded an opportunity to reflect on the sociocultural referents of the
two communities concerned, and role-playing helped anticipate possible risk and pr~tective factors to which the research might subject the
respondents, emphasizing the possible avenues of assistance available
in case of crisis or distress. All four of the interviewers have had experience in individual intervention, and three of them have had training in
psychology. Particular attention has been paid to the matter of where
research involving people in suffering ends and therapy begins.
The time spent on training the interviewers was well spent, as we
discovered when we beganto realize the role of the study in the transmission of trauma and tTansformation of social bonds that is the subject
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of this paper. The data we discussare drawn from essentiallythree
sources:(1) the reactionsof the respondentsto the researchwhen contact was first made,which drewour attentionto the phenomenonunder
study and shed a greatdealof light on it; (2) the contentof the interviews and the way the subjectsspokeof their suffering; and (3) regular
focusgroups involving interviewersand researchers.which enabledus
to make explicit and better understandthe natureof the relationship
betweeninterviewerand respondentand the two-way impact of these
relationshipson the subjectsandthe studyitself.
Results: The researchprocessas data and intervention
From the above-mentioned three sources of information on the research
process, we can distinguish three main situations. They are neither completely distinct nor mutUally exclusive, but overlap to form three complementary facets of the same phenomenon, which describes the relationships that develop between the researchteam and its subjects.
In the f1fStsimation, the subjects' social bonds have been destroyed,
and they are reluctant to create new ones. The reluctance is expressed in
two ways. Some people consider that the research is irrelevant, because
it is of no use to them: "Research can't do anything for me. It won't help
me gain my status faster or bring my family over faster, so it's useless."
This sort of reaction is often accompanied by expressions of despair and
anger. Othen are primarily distrustful: "I'm afraid. My wife and children are still back home."
In the second situation, the subjects attempt to rebuild social bonds:
these people's attitude toward the research, as in the first category, centers on their own direct, personal interest, except that respondents welcome the study as a means of potentially escaping their loneliness and
talking about their suffering.
In the third situati~n, subjects have fewer expectations focusing on
themselves and are more concerned with the need to forge new social
links within the community. They see the study as a means of acting,
however modestly, to change the lot of refugees in general and to recreate a coherent postmigration world in particular. Respondents in this
situation become involved as sOcialand political actors.
We shall examine each of these situations in greater detail to clarify
their impact on respondents, on the research team, and on the research
itself.

Anger:
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Severed
socialbonds
"Youcan't do anything/or me"
Refugeesand refugee claimants, especially those who are separated from
their spouses and/or children, tend to put their lives on hold. It is the
uncertain hope of being reunited with their families at some time in the
future that keeps them going. Thrown ofT balance by their premigration
and migration experiences, overwhelmed by the weight of the procedures they must follow, depressed by the long wait and their problems
in achieving economic stability, they see taking part in the study as an
additional burden. Often they have managed to establish only a few
positive social ties with members of the host society-that is, relationships that meet their expectations, if only to some small extent-and
tend to turn inward and become even more isolated. Avoidance of social
relationships may stem from a fear of being disappointed or hurt once
more by other people.
These respondentssometimes adopt a strategy to avoid taking part in
the study through a disguised refu~tl or, more often, categorically refuse
to take part, but nevertheless take the opportunity to vent the distress
and anger they feel. Thus, even when people refuse to take part, they
appear to treat the study as an opportunity to express and uansmit feelings of having been beuayed by others, which is all the easier to do in an
impersonal relationship with no consequencesto fear.
The anger expressedreflects the subject's bitterness and impotence,
and the powerlessnessof the researchers as well: "If you can't do anything for me, why should 1 help you?" "What good will it do me to take
part in your study, since you can't do anything to help us in any case?"
The anger also mdicates the effort mustered to survive and rebuild their
lives, empower themselves, become "equal": "No one's taking everything away from me again. If you want me to do something for you, you
do something for me'"
The respondentsremind the interviewers that researcl1-4he practical
effects of which are indirect and long term-is not one of their top priorities, like a job, housing, refugee status, or family reunification. What
they want are immediate solutions to their personal and family problems: "I don't want talk; I want action." And when the researchers ex~
plain that the study is meant to lead to improvements, some time intbe
future. in the conditions of exile of their compatriots arid of the many
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other refugee claimants who continue to stream into Quebec and the
rest of Canada, the respondentsreply: "I don't give a damn about anyone else."
Social bonds within the home community are frayed by horror and
organizedviolence,and relationshipsin the host countryare seenas scarcely
more promising: "In any case,nobody here can do anything for us."
The refugees' anger is accompanied by despair concerning a world in
which solidarity is dead and can have no positive impact on a painful
present. Their despair is reinforced by the opacity of an uncertain future
and fragmented memory. They nonetheless can only hope in a more
certain future, so they can survive; if they never were to be reunited
with their families, all they could do, some refugees told us, would be
either to go back home (breaking with the present, returning to the past)
or commit suicide. Their refusal to take part in the study is thus based
partly on anger, revolt. and despair and partly on the desire not to talk
about their traumatic past. unbearable present. and insecure future.
Distrust: "I'm scared"
The refugees explicitly express distrust of the study and of the researchers in a number of ways: they say that if they became involved in the
research, they would be calling the established order into question, and
so they fear they may compromise their chances of obtaining refugee
status and/or bringing their families over. Moreover, there is always the
fear that the researchteam will divulge confidential information about
them, despite every assuranceprovided about the strict measurestaken:
"The authorities will find out"; "The community will find out." The fear
reflected in thesereservations may even go beyond the relationship with
the interviewer or researcher: even if they personally can be trusted,
there is always the danger that someone with evil intentions might find
out, by nefarious means:"People are watching us, following us; we don't
know them, but they know. .."
SOthey make appointmentswith the interviewers in all kinds of anonymous locations; they speak to them, without granting a formal interview, of their fear, suffering, and despair, then disappear. Refugees fear
not just for themselves, but for their families. They are afraid that family members back home may be threatened or be the target of fatal reprisals: "My wife and children are still over there. I don't want to place
them in any danger."
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And they may be afraid of once again being assaulted by being forced
to revisit what they have managed with such difficulty to set aside. The
risks inherent in revealing and reliving their trauma are viewed as pain
inflicted by outsiders unaware of the internal wounds. The immigration
authorities are viewed as aggressors,because in order to legitimate their
applications for refugee status and their need to be reunited with their
families, refugees have no choice but to tell about, describe and recite in
crude detail, the premigration trauma and organized violence they have
suffered. To contain the horror and terror they have experienced, many
refugees prefer to trust in God, or sometimes even talk to themselves,
because they feel that no one here can understand and alleviate their

suffering.

The most arresting aspectof this first situation, in which the destruction of social bonds is particularly evident, is that almost all the refugees who refused to take part in the study nevertheless seized the
opportunity of the initial telephone call or face-to-face contact to vent
their anger, despair, and distrust--f'eactions that went well beyond the
tedium usually provoked by the prospect of a study. In itself, this is a
breaking of the silence that offers a glimpse of their suffering. Even in
refusing to take part. even if only on the telephone. they use the study as
a means of condemning. doubting, crying, and otherwise expressing their
disappointment with the postmigration EI Dorado that never was.
Refusals illustrate one aspectof the relationship between the research
team and the subjects, that is. the way the Studygeneratesa relationship.
however brief and risky, that offers an opportunity to transmit suffering
and all its associatedfeelings. The study causesthe silence to be broken,
if only on one occasion, insofar as the respondents use it as a cathartic
trigger. They make it an event that lets them put into words not only
experiences but also emotions generated by trauma, both before leaving
their homeland and after their arrival in the new country. In giving reasons for their-refusal, they lend meaning to the refusal and what is behind it, that is, to theirexperience.They also lend meaning to their present:
in saying no, they are making a choice and expressing a desire to regain
a minimum of control over their lives. Giving voice to feelings and experiences enables them to set their lives back in motion.
The following illustrates the tension between broken bonds and a
need to create new ones, between distrust and a need to control events.
After explainingthe main ideabehind the researchto anAlgerian man
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shehad beenhelping, a communityworker obtainedhis consentto give
us his nameand telephonenumber.In his initial telephoneconversation
with one of the researchers,
the manimmediatelybroughtup his fear that
the study might place his wife and children back home in danger. He
spokeof the reasonsfor his hastydepartureand of his conviction that he
was being sought in Quebecby persecutorsfrom his homeland. After
askingthe researchermatlYquestions,the man,still aprospectiveparticipant,agreedto havehis numbergiven to the interviewer, saying: "I'in
scared,but I've decidedto trust you."
Whenthe interviewercalledthe next dayto make anappointment,he
was met with greatresistance.The two agreed,at the man's request,that
he would call the interviewerin two days' time to ammgea meetingin a
public place, at which time be would decide. after talking with him.
whetheror not he would take part in the study.He alsospecified that he
would refuseto answer"certain que~;tions."The interviewer, of course,
agreedto theseconditions: all respondentsare told from the outset that
they are free to refuseto answerany of the questionsand to choosethe
time andplace of the interview.
Appointmentsweremadeandpostponedtwice. A third wasmade, but
the man did not showup. While he waswaiting in the cafe the man had
selected,the interviewernoticedsomeoneelse,apparentlyalso Algerian.
who seemedto be watchinghim. After a while, they exchangeda few
words. Whenasked,theinterviewerexplainedwhy hewas thereand about
the researchproject.The othermanthen said that he,too, was Algerian,
and beganto talk freely abouthis own experience,the experienceof his
compatriotssubjectedto organizedviolence, the ups and downs of sudden, involuntary expatriation,etc. They talked for almosttwo hours, in
the anonymityof a cafe thatgavethe conversationa clandestineair. The
interviewer,encouragedby the spontaneous
outpouringof the other man,
askedhim ifhe would like to takepart in the researchproject.The answer
was a categoricalno.
Talking is all right, but infonnalty, in chosen circumstances, then disappearing to protect yourself--spontaneously creating a bond, even
ephemeral, with a stranger, but not at the cost of reciting your story to a
team of researchersand revealing your identity. Trusting, yes, but anonymously. Being open and available to create potential social ties, yes, but
remaining free to break them at any time.
The first man in the anecdote, torn between the need to create new
ties and the fear of having them broken, between silence and revelation,
agreed a month later to an interview that was eventualty held. Then he
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disappearedThe other interviewsplannedwith the manand his family
after theywerereunitednevertook place.The friend with whom he had
beenstayingtold the interviewer that the man no longer lived there-and had not for two years!
Creating new connections:
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For people living lonely lives because their social system has been torn
apart. the study may he perceived as a way of potentially creating a
social relationship, mainly with the interviewer. who will conduct three
semistructured interviews (of two to three hours each) during which the
respondent is askedto talk about his or her past, present, and future. The
study thus raises respondents' expectations about escaping their loneliness, if only partially. Such expectations are apparent either a priori.
especially when agreement is spontaneous-"Yes, I agree; I need to
talk"--or a posteriori, that is. they develop after the initial interview. in
which a bond is established between the respondentand the interviewer.
There are three possib1e scenarios. In the first, the person quickly
agrees to take part in the study and develops expectations before the
first interview-expectations that will be maintained thereafter. In this
case a social relationship develops between respondent and interviewer
and is maintained afterward becauseit meets those expectations. at least
partially. In the second scenario. respondents express their expectations
a priori. but they are quickly disappointed a posteriori. either because
revealing their suffering and reliving their trauma. although they wanted
to. were too painful in the presence of a stranger (the interviewer). or
because the tenuous relationship inherent in the study can only stir up
the memories and anger associated with their many losses. In the third
scenario. respondents initially express diStrust. but nevertheless agree,
although reluctantly, to take part in the study. which only later arouses
expectations and the desire to maintain a social relationship with the
interviewer after the fIrst interview. We have generally found that the
people in the third case are just as reticent and fearful as those who
refuse to take part at all. but they have made a commitment to the person who referred them to us. and they do not want to go b~ck on their

word.
Once a relationship has been established with the interviewer. respondents will often keep calling him or her. asking for practical assistance or help in a crisis or when they are feeling unwell. The interviewers
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are trained to avoid becoming too involved with the subjects and stepping over the line into therapy. They know how to steer respondents to
clinical therapists and coIIUnunity workers ethically, empathically, and
professionally. Frequently, however, respondents refuse any alternative
suggested, and will accept help only from "their" interViewer. Indeed,
when a respondent agrees to confide details of his or her life to the
interviewer that he or she would not notmal1y (in the homeland) confide
to anyone except specific relatives, the respondent is assigning the interviewer the role of substitute for those family mediators. The interviewer cannot withdraw from this role without risking once again
seriously damaging the person's significant social bonds, and thus further destabilizing him or her. The interviewer must therefore take great
care in handling the tension between distance and closeness to protect
the subject's often fragile balance, and manage to convince him or her
to al1ow a third person to enter the helping relationship.
The two examples below illustrate the delicate sitUations that can
arise and the ways that respondents appropriate the subject-researcher

relationship.
"X" is aZairianwomanwhosedaughterattemptedsuicideby overdosing
onacetaminophen.
The daybefore,X and her daughterhadbegunto take
stock of their difficult family relationships.The daughtcr's reaction to
this effort to solve their problemswas to try to commit suicide. X then
calledthe interviewer,with whomshehadmaintainedclosecontactsince
the fIrSt interviewthreemonthsearlier, often askingherto "do her a favor." X felt it was only natural that favors be done for her, as she had
willingly agreedto take part in the study,and especiallybecausethe interviewer, in hcr eyes,was "her" resourcepersonand confidante.This
time, the respondentaskedthe interviewerto actasmediatorbetweenher
and her suicidaldaughter.Fully aware of the gravity of the situation,the
intervieweragreedto meetthe two of themto listen to what they had to
say,assesstbe ~ituation,and determinethe bestresourcesto which they
should be steered.Shemadea referral, but the two respondentsdid not
appearfor their consultation.The interviewerfollowed up in a friendly
way, encouragingthem to meetwith the other resourceperson. but was
unsuccessful.It was she,or nobodY--i1ndultimately it wasnobody.
Suicide attempts (several of which were successful) are a strategy
that was adoptedby some membersof the Zairian community in Montreal
in the months preceding the fieldwork, a last-ditch effort to sound the
alarm and make the host society aware of a sufferinQ that c~n hp p~n,.~
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the researchand the interviewers,who are seenas an oasis in an emotional desert.The studybecomesboth an opportunity to transmit their
traumaticexperienceandan instrumentfor creating socialbondsthat is
incorporatedinto a problem-solvingstrategy.Thesebondsare flfst knit
betweenrespondentsand interviewers,then, through the mobilization
of a network of practicaland psychosocialsupport, areextendedto encompasscommunityorganizations,most of which act as a bridge between newarrivals in trouble and the hostsociety.
Rebuildingthe social bondv: Takingpart in order to
"helpotlierfamilies"
Most of the refugees in this situation have already reestablished social
bonds. They perceive the study as having a potentially positive impact
on the immigration policies of the host country, on ways of helping
refugees and refugee claimants, and on conditions in exile. They see
their contribution asa meansof helping other refugee families get through
a painful process they know only too well, as they are still in the midst
of it themselves. The study then takes on the meaning of a collective
forging of new bonds among refugees (solidarity) and with the host society (relationship to policies and assistance, educating the public on
the plight of refugees). In this situation, respondents seize upon the study
as an opportunity, an event, a forum through which they can condemn
what has been done to them at home and here; a forum, too, for letting
the host society know about the suffering of new arrivals coping with
the consequencesof organized violence, traumatic experiences, and sudden, involuntary separations from their families. The respondents thus
become active players in a social and political action, not just subjecting
themselves to the research, but also using it to act on the circumstances
and process of being a refugee in the host society.
This attitude toward the study does not, however, prevent the subjects from establishing very close ties to the interviewe~
and for many,
to the entire team. Neither does it prevent them from asking for help
when problems arise. On the contrary, we see that in such cases, the
researcher-subject relationship is particularly friendly, and the research
team becomesan infonnation and referral center: "I know someone with
such and such a problem. Can you help her, call and tell her what to do
and whom to see?" The team is clearly being adopted as an integral part
of the mutual-help network.

i
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Discussion
In a society in which organized violence is used to control social relationships and silence any opposition, saying anything at all may mean
being reported to the police, and a possible death sentence for the person or his or her family [4]. To the external silence imposed by a dictatorship or repressive stateapparatus [5] is added the inner silence caused
by the fragmentation of collective memory [6]. Horror, which, according to Freud, stems from the breaking of social bonds, then reigns.
Analysis of the interactions among the research team, respondents,
their families, and their communities has shown that the study becomes
another one of the forces of destruction and reconstruction in the refugees' world. The study fulfills two prerequisites to the reestablishment
of social links, acting not only to provide an opportunity to talk but also
as a means of transmitting trauma.
By providing, more as a function of its own needs than those of the
respondents, an opportunity to talk, research helps break the silence
imposed by the powers that be, both those of the homeland and those of
the host country, whose denial of man's inhumanity to man cannot be
maintained in the face of the testimony of witnesses. Speech prompts
memory, and memory runs through the research interview. Even though
a respondent may wish to avoid certain topic~d
such wishes are
rigorously respected by the interviewers-the expression of this desire
for avoidance is a first step in the reconstruction of personal and family
memory, which, in turn, is a first step in rebuilding the collective memory.
Remembering becomes a highly subversive act and an empowering resistance strategy (symbolically, in the case of refugees, but sometimes
quite tangibly, as in the case of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in
Argentina, who kept alive the memory of the "disappeared" until the
fall of the military regime).
This resistancestrategy involves certain risks, however, because, on
the one hand, memory revives pain; which has sometimes been avoided
through "time splitting" [7], while, on the other, in many cases it was
this very strategy that prompted the repression that sought to destroy
them in the first place.
Within the context of the study, the opportunity to talk is given within
an unequal relationship in which the refugee is called upon to share his
or her life, to pass it on to the interviewer. This sharing, which focuses
on the respondent'shistory, is also a transmission of traumatic events or

~
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experiences, whether spoken or unspoken, which is both desired and
dreaded by the interviewer. The literature, chiefly North American, on
"vicarious traumatization" offers some insight into the reaction of the
interviewers; it explains how therapists and those close to traumatized
people may themselves be tra\unatized by hearing descriptions of something that happened to someone else far away.
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From another point of view, which complements more than it contradicts the first viewpoint, the transmission of trauma and pain may in
fact be a prerequisite for the reestablishment of social bonds. A number
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cannot understand [8]. The transmission of trawna, never more than
partial and incomplete, sparks a dual movement: an effort on the part of
the person who has experienced it to build a bridge to others, and mobi-
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lization of th~~ hearing the story, who are prompted by their own pain
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to help the Vlctlm.
In our researchproject, the two phenomena of ,'creating an Opportunity to talk and the transmission of trauma as a mobilizing force" be-
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came palpable a~d central to the te.ambecauseoft.he longitudinal. nature
of the s~dy, v:~lch does ~ot P,ermItthe ~ual ~voI.rl8ncemechamsms-"professIonalIZIng" the sItuation and ratlonallzatlon-to
be deployed.
The long-term nature of the respondent-interviewer relationship gives
it the status of history, making it an una voidable relationship, a responsibility that goes beyond that usually associated with "detecting problerns" during a study.
These observations and experiences prompted the research team to
consider a number of methodological and ethical questions.
In tenns of method, the weight of the interviewer-respondent relationship is too significant to be relegated to simply bias or methodological artifact. The relationship itself becomes a fact that speaks of the
subject and the subj~t's family, but also of the collective assimilation
of the experience of organized violence. It also provides valuable information that partially describes the sphere of interactions of reconstruction or confrontation
possible
in theacquired
host society
those with
the
interviewer
alone. The
knowledge
frombeyond
the research
process
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itself must then be given just as much importance as what the respondents actually say. And, of course, what the respondents say can be un-
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derstood only within the dynamics of the research relationship.
With regard to ethics, analysis of the interviewer-respondent rela-
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tionship made us extremely sensitive to the implications of the studyto the point where we actually questioned its purpose and necessity. We
seriously questioned the trade-off between the risks to the subject that
such an intrusion might entail and the benefits of the opening-up that
could take place. The team concluded that doing nothing-in this case,
not conducting the study-would in effect be doing something, because
it would favor the status quo [9]. Despite the weight and responsibility
that the study places on the research team, it must be conducted in order
to counteract our society's denial and help direct refugee services. The
research team must, however, be acutely aware of its power over the
refugee in the fragile process of reweaving social relationships.

Note
I. The study in progressis titled "Longitudinal study of the family reunification
ofrcfugees from Congo Kinshasaand Algeria" (CQRS #RS-2963). It is a follow-up
of anearlier study titled "Immigration policy and mental health: Impact of extended
family separationson the mental health of refugees" (CQRS #EA-388 I 093) [2,3].
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